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S U M M A R Y : ' '•'

rirth the problem of multiple resonance/as

it occurs in Celestial Mechanics and in non-linear Mechanics.

In perturbation theory small divisors occur as a consequence

of the fact that the flows in the phase space of the real system

and the flows in the phase space of the so-called undisturbed

system are not homeomorphic at all. Whatever the perturbation

technique we adopt, the first step is to correct the topology

of the undisturbed flows. It is shown that at a multiple

resonance we are led to dynamical systems that are generally

non-integrable. The basic representatives of these, systems

are the n-pendulums

8* = EA., sin 8.

Multiple resonances are classified as syndetic or asyndetic

following the eigenvalues of a quadratic form. Some degenerate

cases are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The perturbation techniques used in the study of initial

value problem in dynamics are generally founded on the facts

that the system has a small parameter e and the system becomes

(easily) integrablt- when that parameter vanishes. These inte-

grable "undisturbed" systems are the harmonic oscillator in

non-linear mechanics and the two-body problem in celestial

mechanics. Also, the modern techniques include an averaging

operation performed by means of a transformation of variables

that is reduced to the identity transformation when E vanishes.

We will consider dynamical systems that may be written in

canonical form

^ i 3H d 9i 3H n ,

dt " 36i ~dF " BIT l i ;

where

H = H0(I) + eR(I,8) (2)

is an analytic function for I = (I],...,I ) £DcR n and

8 = (6!,..., 8n) e T
n (n-torus); 1^ and 8.̂  are action-angle

variables of the integrable system that corresponds to e = 0.

The parameter E is assumed to be small and it is characteristic

of the intensity of the disturbing forces. The independence

of Ho and the periodicity of R with respect to the angles 8.

are mere consequences of the assumed integrability of the

undisturbed systems (E = 0), and of the choice of variables.

In order to avoid technicalities that are very important in

general problems, but that do not: alter the main character: s H os
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we want discuss in this paper, we will consider mainly non

degenerate undisturbed hamiltonians, i.e., HQ will be assumed

as dependent on every I.. We also assume that we are far

enough of the singularities of the adopted action-angle

variables.

In the standard averaging technique a canonical transfor-

mation t is built in such a way that the transformed hamiltonian

("averaged") does not depend on the angle variables. The

resulting canonical system is easily integrated and the inverse

transformation T (that exists and is unique) allow us to

obtain the solution of the given problem. The realization of

these operations involves, nevertheless, some classical

difficulties: non-convergence and appearance of small divisors.

The question of the convergence has been discussed by Poincaré"

(1893) and we adopt here his point of view: we consider just

asymptotic expansions.

A condition for the non-existence of small divisors is the

non-resonance condition:

"If u)(I) eRn is the vector whose components are the proper

frequencies of the undisturbed hamiltonian:

"i = - 3 1 — (3>

then (m|ii)(I)) * 0 for m EB K = jm EZ
n 11 m| | < K (given) j, and

for all I E D ' C D ".

Sometimes this condition is written "for all m e Zn" and we must

consider the fact that the set iI eD(mlw(D) = 0 for some

m eZn | is dense in D, what needs very precise arithmetic

considerations as in the Kolmogorov-Arnol'd-Moser theory (Berry,

19 78). In the actual dynamical systems R is none other than
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e potential-modeling of a disturbing force-field and its

Fourier expansion may be truncated after a few terms; thus,

in practice terms involving non-small values of nu occur only

in exceptional cases, even when higher-order formal solutions

are calculated.

If the non-resonance condition ia satisfied, p-th order

formal solutions

I. = I e
kI.(k) e. = ? e V

k )
XP k=n 1 ip k=o x

may be calculated. If these functions are substituted in

equations (1), the remainder is divisible by ep . Also, in

such case the transformation (x ) is continuous and preserves

the topological properties of the phase-space domain 4> = D'xTn.

The flows on <S> and T (i>) are homeomorphic.

2. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION OF RESONANCE

Resonance occurs when Cm|m(I)) = Q for some m EBJ. and

I E D 1 . It is always possible to assume that a linear trans-

formation of the angles (Mathieu) has been performed so that

the resonance relations are simply

= 0

Once more, in order to avoid non-essential technicalities it

will be assumed that we have n independent resonance relations,

that is, (it) holds for every i =l,...,n.

In order to study the solutions in * = D'xTn we may use

Hori's theory of general perturbations with unspecified canonic



variatiles (Hori, 1966) or the extension to several degrees of

freedom of the method of Delaunay, proposed by Ferraz-Mello

(1978). The classical method of Bohlin and Poincaré still used

by some uuthors has serious difficulties since it includes

differentiations that reduces the order of smallness of the

terms (Garfinkel et al., 19 71).

We consider the transformation T :*->•<&* defined by

T _ &S(C,8,E) Y _ 3S(C,e,e) ,,,
1 38T Ti 307 ia'

where S(C,8,e) is a Jacobian determining function, and

C eD ccR
n. Poincare (1893) and Bohlin showed that S is not

analytical in e in the neighbour of e = 0 since the points

that do not satisfy the non-resonant condition are singular

algebraic points; the classical implicit function theorem implies

that, in normal situations, S is analytical in /~e" . We define

S by means of

n ...
s =s i? ei + / T s1(c,e)+ eS2(c,e) + ... (6)

11

*where I* are the solutions of the equations

Sj is a complete integral of the partial differential

equation (fundamental equation)

, 32H0(i*) as. as,

(see Appendix) where the summations are made over the subscripts

i,j = l,...,n and >R(Iie,8)< is the pure periodic part of

R(I*,8). It is noteworthy that the Delaunay method in its

extended form, as well as in its original one-degree-of-freedom
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is

form, does not allow us to know S as a function of I . We

just know the value of S at the point I* = (IJJ.,.,1*) where'

w.(I*) = ii, and this is the reason for the fact that I* is not

considered as a transformed variable like it is in Bohlin's

method. We have

i

The derivative of S^ with respect to 8 is defined by the

fundamental equation. Equation (7) is non-linear and, as a

consequence, the transformation T is not continuous and the

flows on 4> and t(4) are not homeomorphic.

The equations for Sg,S3,... are linear partial differential

equations, thus the basic information on the topology of the

flows on * is contained in S\. In other words the dynamics of

a resonant mechanical system is determined by Si.

The fundamental equation is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

of the mechanical system defined by the leading non-constant

terms of the expansion of H(I,6) around I!'!. In fact the

expansion is

, azHn(I*)
H = H0(I

i!) + -k Z E j p.p. + R(Iie,6) +...
2 i j 31* 91* X 1

where

Discarding the terms H0(I*) and <R(l",0)> that are constants

with respect to p =(pls...,Pn) and 8, we obtain

, 32Hn(I*)
H (P,e) = i n 2 — _ p.p + > *

1 i j 3IÍ3IÍ X 2
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and the fundamental equation is simply

- a sH W- = c

We may also note that the equations of the characteristics

of the fundamental equation are the same as the auxiliary

equations of Hori for» the same problem.

Whatever the method we adopt, the first step is to "correct"

the topology of the undisturbed (e = 0 ) flows on the phase space

in order to get a situation closer to the true one (Ferraz-Mello,

1979a) and the fundamental equation (or its analogs) is the

tool for such "correction".

3. DYNAMICS OF THE SIMPLE RESONANCE

Systems in which one resonance occurs have been studied

since Laplace. The case in which R is just a sinusoid term is

called the "ideal" resonance problem and has been thoroughly

studied by Garfinkel and Jupp in a long series of papers (see

Garfinkel, 1979; Jupp, 1973). Let us review the main results.

We put

R = B(Ij) cos ôj (B* = B(I*) <0) (10)

and we obtain the fundamental equation

= Cj -• B* cos Bj

where m = d2H (I^/dl* that we may assume to be positive.

Then we obtain



-B*>"
- k sin

-B*>
(11)

where

C D "
. ~ D

From equations (S8-60) we obtain the formal solution of first-

order in

- B* cos 9,)

5

t =
- B")

F(<)>,k) and E(<(>,k) are elliptic integrals of the first and

second kind respectively. Equation (12) gives the flow on

TjC*) - phase-space associated to the hamiltonian

= rap! + B* cos (13)

In figure 1 the undisturbed flows on * and the flows on

Tj(<&) are shown; they are very different. Tji*) has two

different classes of solutions: (a) Librations (kz > 1) -

oscillations of I and 8j around I* and TT; (b) Circulations

(k2 < 1) - solutions where 8j circulates in direct or retro-

grade sense. These two classes are separated by the two
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n e i i d p a t r - i x b r a n c h e s ( k 2 = 1) e m a n a t i n g fi'om t h e s a d d l e - p o i n t U.

While ' c i r c u l a t i o n s a r e homol o p i c i n s o l u t i o n : ' ; • if t h e u n d i s t u r b e d

:;yi; leiii, l i b r a t i o n s c o n s t i t u t e d tirw k i n d o f s o l u t i o n s n o t

in'1! ijfjed in * .

It is noteworthy that 1 hf I opu l<>)',y of i he flows does not

(•li,:iii(;,c when S 2 is included. In f.id trum (&5) we may calculate

">' B" - ' clIt< cos e, (14)
3m2 3m? '" dl*

where we made m' = d 3H 0(I*)/dI*
J and H* = 0. The effect of

»S 2
 1

f=-=— will be iuat a symmetric deformation and a vertical
0 9 l

diyplacement of the curves.

In the more general case the fundamental equation is

3 S!
m Te7

= Cj - >R(I*,6j)< . (15)

In figure '? we show an arbitrary example and the corresponding

topology of the flows in T (8). It ia noteworthy that the

only difference with respect to the ideal resonance problem is

the existence of several different libration families. The

dynamics of the general simple resonance is a piecewise

repetition of the dynamics of the ideal resonance problem.

Since H(pj,8j) is the hamiltonian of the simple pendulum we

conclude that the basic dynamics of the simple resonance is the

dynamics of the simple pendulum. We recall that we assumed to

be far enough of the singularities of the adopted action-

angle variables.



DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE RESONANCES

Let us consider now the case where two or more linearly

.independent resonances occur simultaneously. Examples are the

hamlltoniari

H =It + I2 - Ii - 3IjI2 + la +

3/2
cos(281 -

cos (29j - 292) +

(16)

studied in detail both analytically and numerically by Walker

and Ford (1969) and the hamiltonian

-3AC
H = 1 - 2 y± + —

1 l 2

Ao
4--* 1. 29 2) +•

B2(I) (17)

obtained by Yokoyama (1980). When a = 1 Yokoyama's hamiltonian

is the average hamiltonian of the problem of the motion of an

Earth's artificial satellite disturbed by the action of the solar

radiation pressure. Through a linear transformation of the

variables these two examples become an "ideal" double resonance

problem

I =

H = H0(I) + I Bi(I) cos 9i

, and we obtain the fundamental equation

(18)

as as,
+ n12 39, 2 "22

3S,

36,
]j - B* cos 9i- B* cos 92

(19)
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where n.. = a2F0(I*)/ai*3l* and B* = B^l'). If'we are able

to get a complete solution of eq. (19) then we may know the

flow on T,(<(>) - phase space associated to the hamiltonian

H(P,6) = K(p) + I B. cos 6, (20)
1 -L A,

K(p) = -j n u Pi + n 1 2 PjP2+ -j n 2 2 p 2

where

H(p,6) is itself the hamiltonian of a generally non-integrable
«
mechanical problem:

êl = "llPi + n
l 2 P 2 Pi = Bl s i n

2 sin

or

sin 9j+ n 1 2B 2 sin 82

(22)
sin 8X+ n22B'2

! sin 92

This system of differential equations is the generalisation to

two dimensions of the equation of the simple pendulum and we

propose to call it a 2-pendulum, although a physically realizable

mechanical system having such general equations does not exist.

The 2-pendulum arises in the ideal double resonance problem

in the same way as the 1-pendulum arose in the ideal simple

resonance problem. The 2-pendulum is the simplest form that may

have the equations of motion in the neighborhood of the double

resonance conditions if we do not accept linearizations that

restrain the validity of the equations to small regions of the
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configuration space about, e.g., an equilibrium point. Thus,
i J

the basic dynamics of the double resonance is the dynamics of

the i-pendulum. I

More general problems will lead to more general forms of ;

the fundamental equation; the general associated systems of

differential equations are

The case in which R has only pure first harmonics:

R(l'\e) = I B? cos 6- (24)
1 l a.

is called the "ideal" multiple resonance problem and leads to

the n-pendulums

n .
e\ = Z n...B7 sin 8. (i,j =l,...,n) (25)

in the same way as the preceding examples led to 2-pendulums.

The n-pendulum is the simplest form the equations of motion

may take neighborhood of conditions of multiple resonance. As

for the simple resonance we may consider that the dynamics of

the n-pendulum has the essentials of the dynamics of a dynamical

system close to conditions of multiple resonance.

We may also consider cases of independent resonances

occuring simultaneously in systems for which the hamiltonian

is time-dependent. An example is the disturbed harmonic

oscillator

T2 T2

1 2
H = -~2 + —R- + e(cos $\ -1) (1 + psin <|>2+ ucos t)

(26)
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that served Arnol'd (196H) in his studies of the phenomenon of

diffusion in dynamical system with several degrees of freedom.

The hamiltonian (26) is resonant at Wj ±w2 = 0, Wj = ±1,

u>2 = 0. In the extended phase space it is

TZ T2

K = - £ + - j + J 3 + E(COS (jij- 1 ) ( 1 + n s in $ z + ycos $3) ( 2 7 )

What may be mentioned here as a general property of time-

dependent hamiltonians with n-degrees of freedom is that, in

the extended phase space of (n+1) - degrees of freedom we

cannot have more than n independent relations of commensurability

since « n + 1 = 1 and that excludes the trivial solution. The

hamiltonian in the extended phase-space may be always reduced

again to n degrees of freedom by means of one standard averaging

technique. For instance, the above hamiltonian, in the region

where the double resonance Wj + w = 0, ai2 = 0 occurs may be

averaged with respect to a third angle independent of the

critical ones and gives (at a first approximation)

I 2 I 2

* I 2
K = _ + — cos 9 ^ 2 sin 62 (28)

where 8,, 8 are the averages of ij>, + <|>, and <J>, and Il4 Io are

averages of Jj and J2-

5. THE .JACOBIAN INTEGRAL. SYNDETIC RESONANCE

Equations (23) have the Jacobian first-integral

F(e,ê) = í-UN^ê.N) = E (constant) (29)

where N is the n x n symmetric matrix whose elements are the
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t i . . . The function F(8,8) may be w r i t t e n

F(8,8) = K(ê) + U (8) (30)

where U : Tn + R i s the po in t - func t ion ( " p o t e n t i a l " )

U(6) = >R(I*,9)< (31)

and K(6) is a quadratic form in 8

K(8) = \ ê•N-»Ô (32)

For every value of the constant EC'energy") the manifold

U(e) = E divides the configuration space T n in two parts where

K(8) is, respectively, positive and negative; over the manifold

we have K(è) = 0. The existence of equipotentials has different

consequencies according to whether the quadratic form K(ê) is

sign-definite or not.

If K(ê) is a sign-definite quadratic form the equipotentials

are zero-velocity manifolds (like the Hill curves in the

restricted three-body problem)» that is, manifolds that delimit

regions of motion in the configuration space: a solution of

energy E may exist only on one of the two regions in which the

equipotential U(8) = E splits the configuration space and they

have velocity ||e|| equal to zero at the points on U(6) = E.

In this case we say that the multiple resonance at I is

syndentic and we list below some of their properties:

(a) The isoenergetic manifolds U(e) + K(é) = E < » are

closed.

(b) The regions of the phase space defined by two closed

isoenergetic manifolds (E < E <E ) are invariant subsets of
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positive finite measure.

(c) There exist at least one point of stable equilibrium in

T1'; for example if K(6) is positive definite the stable

equilibrium points are the points where U(6) has a relative

minimum (Dirichlet's theorem).

On the other hand the Liouville condition

E(ap./8p^ + 38^/36.^) = Q is satisfied since the systems under

consideration are canonical. Thus syndetic resonant systems

satisfy the assumptions of two important theorems in dynamics:

the Individual Ergodic Theorem of G.D. Birkhoff and the

Recurrence Theorem of H. Poincarl (Wintner, 1941; Halmos, 1956).

(d) almost all of the solutions of finite energy E possess

an asymptotic distribution function in the invariant subset

Et < E < E2 (by a distribution function is meant a set

function that assign, to every Borel set S in the invariant

subset a measure u(S).

(e) almost all of the solutions of finite energy E are

almost periodic, that is, for almost all initial conditions

(6 ,8 ) and for every 6 > 0 one can find infinitely many

dates t± such that ||(e(t), 6(t)) - (e°,ê°)|| < 6.

When K(ô) is an indeterminate quadratic form we say that

the multiple resonance at I* is not-syndetic or asyndetic. In

such cases K(e) may be positive as well as negative and the

equipotentials do not delimit regions of motion in the confi-

guration space. For every energy E all positions in the

configuration space are allowed. Also, the velocities 8. are

not limited and may become infinite for finite values of K(ê)

(even for K = 0).

As an example, in the space experiment Westford a great
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quantity of copper dipoles were Uuinnhr'd into an orbit" around

i hc> Earth for telecommunieal\nm purposes and the choosen orbit

was close to the asyndetic doulilu resonance of the hamiItonian

(K>) that, for u = 1, gives the cu-tion of the solar radiation

pressure over cm artificial satellite; lhe needles cloud has

dissolved itself in a very short time and thus prevented further

nuisances to other human dcli.vit.ies.

The quadratic form associated with Yokuyama's hamiltonian

is

(1 - 2c) p* - 2p p

\

whose eigenvalues are - Thus K(p) is

sign-definite for a < 0 and indeterminate for a > 0. Solutions

of the canonical system determined by (17) and corresponding to

a = +1 and a = -1, starting from Q1= 82 = 0 and from the

exact resonance conditions I" = l'2 = (3Ag/4) , have been

computed, Figure: 3 shows the Intersections of these solutions

with the surface c-f section defined by 32 = 0 and H = constant,

mapped on the plane z = /~2I2 exp is . The upper half of the

figure corresponds to the syndetic case a = -1 and the lower

half to the asyndetic1 case ot = +1 (in fact in both cases the

full figure is symmetric with respect to the horizontal axis).

In these solutions the angles Ql and t)2 circulate and the

integration covered some 40 to 50 revolutions of 82« In the

asyndetic case the circulation is not monotonia and both 8,

and 82 change of sign many times (intersections in the less

frequent direction are shown by crosses). The irregularity

of the asyndetic case (a = +1) as compared to the syndetic

case (a = -1) is noteworthy.
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6. THE 2-PENDULUM

The system of d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ions

éj = A s i n e , + B s i n e

S2

2

(33)
= C sinBj + D sine2

(BC t 0) has been first obtained by Vieira Martins (1972) as

equations of the characteristics of the Bohlin's equation of

an ideal double resonance problem. He considered the

ways of computing some families of periodic orbits although

an existence theorem for such solutions was not known.

The Jacobian integral of equations (33) is

D

1
- DA) -s cos 9, + -p cos 9n|_B l u 2 = E (34)

and the invariant of the quadratic form is

An nnn22
J' = g§ - 1 = n

2
2 2 - 1 . (35)

We may also consider the hessian of Ho :

J = n1 n ~ n (36)

that differs from J1 only by a positive multiplicative factor.

The 2-pendulum associated with Yokoyama's hamiltonian is

= (1 - 2a) sin 9 | - ka sin9 2

9'2 = 2 a sin e ' t ka sin 9'

W h e r e O* = o x o a a ' - _ a _ a 1/ - _OD / n *

(37)

^ = 91 + 26 2 , 92 = -f>1 - 9 2 , k = -2B2/B* and the uni t of
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time has been taken such that 2B* = -Ij, Figure 4(a) shows

the vector field over the 2-torus of this 2-pendulum in the

case o = 1, k = 0,83, Figure 4(b) shows the equipotentials

of this field.

The existence of families of periodic solutions has been

demonstrated by Ferraz-Mello (1979b). The existence theorem

is very simple and is in part similar to the existence theorem

for mirror-image periodic solutions in the general three-body

problem. Consider the general system of differential equations

z = f(z) (38)

where z eTn and f:Tn-* Rn and assume that:

(i) f(z) is continuous and has continuous derivatives in T n

and

(ii) f(z) is odd with respect to some point zQ e T
n, that is

f(zQ + h) = f(z0 - h) (39)

for every h. The existence of periodic solution follows from

three immediate propositions

(a) The solutions ç(t) that pass through zQ are symmetric

with respect to the transit time t , that is

C(t + t0) - zQ = zQ - ç(t0 - t) ; (40)

(b) f(z) is odd also with respect to the point 'z. eTn

opposite to z ;

(c) Given two points Zj and z2 in T
n there is a continous

family of solutions that pass through these points (consequence
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of the theorem of the continuous dependence).

Thus solutions which pass through zQ and zQ exist and are

periodic. The simplest family of such periodic orbits may be

constructed starting from very fast motions which pass through

z and z and are in the neighborhood of the geodesies joining

these points. These periodic orbits close after making one

complete circuit on the 2-torus. Other families exist where

the curves close after making several circuits on the torus.

We must emphasize that theae periodic orbit exist whatever

the nature of the quadratic form K(9) (sign definite or inde-

terminate). In the particular ca.se of the 2-pendulum there

is numerical evidence for the existence of solutions that

cross zQ two times in every period without making the

circulation of the tr^us.

The invariance of the equations (21) also with respect

to the transformation (p,t) ->(-p,-t) allows us to see that

the equations of motion are odd with respect to the origin

in the p~space. Thus, the points where p = 0 (i.e., è = 0)

are mirror-image points of the motion: when a solution reaches

a position where Ô = 0 it returns back to the same trajectory

which is now described in the opposite sense but with the

same absolute velocity at every point. If a solution has

two such return points it is periodic. In the syndetic case,

this corresponds to the fact that a solution that reaches

twice its corresponding zero-velocity manifold is periodic.

7. DEGENERATE CASES

We have a degenerate case of multiple resonance when one

of the eigenvalues of the quadratic form K(8) is zero. For the
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ideal double resonance that means that the invariant is equal

to zero; or

ê - I = K77 = nTT = q (H1)

We recall that the canonical equations (21) are the

differential equations of the characteristic of the fundamental

partial derivatives equation (19) 5 thus to get the fundamental

equation solved, we must know p,(t) and p2(t) and equations

(21) show that in degenerate case the linear system that

relates p and ê becomes singular.

Thus, in degenerate cases, we must diagonalize K(p) before

proceeding further steps:

6' = R6 (42)

p = RTp' (43)

where:

R = - L q 1
1 q

(44)

The associated hamiltonian formerly given by equation (20) becomes

Hip'.e1) = i n22p'
2 + B* cos(q9j - 92) + B* cos(8{ + qe£) (45)

where the momentum p1 is ignorable, leading to e'= constant,

and to the simple system

§J j i ( ; ^ * j + qd[) (46)

The reasoning leading to this equation is general and allows us

to say that degenerate cases of multiple resonance always can be
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reduced to a resonance involving a smaller number of degrees of

freedom. Thus degenerate double resonances always reduce to

one-degree-of-freedom systems thai, may be .integrated.

In the above considerations we assumed that K(9) has an

accidental zero eigenvalue; that is, the Hessian determinant

of FQ is zero at the resonance but not in its neighborhood.

In cases of essential degeneracy, that is, when the rank of

the Hessian is m <n for all I eD1, p =n-m independent relations

(j = ],..,,n) must hold. Thus

n 3^0

li -3TT = ?

where the constant of integration has been taken equal to zero

s'i

since it is zero at I = I . If we E

angles, p of them by the new angles

is

since it is zero at I = I . If we substitute, among the original

(H9)

and if we complete in order to get a canonical transformation,

the transformed hamiltonian does not depend on the actions

conjugated to the angles $ . Indeed

3F 3FQ 31 ai

l ir ^r I i ãir

p l l p l p

since in an extended point-transformation of this kind we have

3Jp "
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In this case the fundamental equation may be written

,
I ? ? i: 36T T ^ Cl " >R(I '6' Jp"'*p}< (50)

where the summations are made over the subscripts i,j =1,...,

m = n-p and the averages are made over the m angles 6 x,. . ., 8 .

The equations of the characteristics of the fundamental

equations are

3
. = - 1

where the derivatives are relative to an auxiliary independent

variable t1'; once more we have an equation of the same kind

as in Section 4- but it does not give the basic dynamics close

to the conditions of multiple resonance. In order to get the

basic dynamics we need also to know J"(t) and 41 (t) and for

that we must use the techniques fully explained in the

Appendix. The simplest cases are nevertheless very close to

the non-degenerate cases, and will be considered in a separate

paper.

CONCLUSION

The dynamics of the simple pendulum is the basic dynamics

at a simple resonance. The two classes of motion of the simple

pendulum: libration and circulation, are sufficient to classify

almost all solutions of a dynamical system near a simple

resonance. For example the apocentric librations in the phase

plane of the problem of some resonant asteroids are only the

continuation of circulations near 1 = 0 , obtained through a
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correct calculation in which due account is taken of the fact

that action-angle variables are singular at I = 0. Figure 5

shows the flows in the phase-plane of a simple resonant problem

in non-singular Poinoarê variables

k = /2I cos 9 h = /2I sin 6

Besides the equilibrium points U and S of figure K b ) , there

is another stable equilibrium at A; orbits around A have b&en

called apocentric librations since in these solutions the angle 6

oscillates around 9 = ir (while usual librations are orbits around

S where 8 oscillates around 8 = 0), But it must be emphasized

that these apocentric orbits and circulations C are homeomorphic

and there is not a separatrix between these two sub-families.

The separating solution is an apocentric oscillation of half-

amplitude ir/2 and the discontinuity when moving outward arises

only because of a singularity of the adopted action-angle

variables but not in the phase flow itself. In fact, near the

singularity of the action-angle variables, librations as well

as circulations may have a pathological behaviour in what

concerns the evolution:.of the angle eCSessin, 1980) following

the position where the center of coordinates is set in the

phase plane.

But if the classes of motion of the simple pendulum are

sufficient to. classify solutions near a simple resonance, they

are not suitable at all to class ifie solutions near a multiple

resonance. For multiple resonances, even in the simplest cases,

we do not know the topology of•the phase space. For syndetic

resonances we may use the features of the equipotentials in the

configuration space; for example, an ideal syndetic double



resonance will have solutions oscillating around the stable

equilibrium, solutions that may circulate the torus in one

direction and solutions that may circulate the torus in all

directions.

Asyndetic resonances are more complex situations because

the velocities are unbounded and hence allow the solutions

to flow outward of the neighbour of ê = 0, that is, outwards

the region where the multiple resonance exists. Moreover,

stable situations may also be found: the linearized system

has stable equilibrium points and the theorem of Arnol'd on

the stability of equilibrium in hamiltonian systems (Moser,

1968) does not brings many restrictions and thus most of

the stable situations may remain stable when the complete

system is considered.
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APPENDIX - THE AVERAGING METHOD

In this paper we adop'ed the extension of the method of

Delaunay proposed by Ferraz-Mello (1978). In this appendix

the equations used in the preceding sections are deduced.

The transformation T: (I,8)-*(C,Y> defined by (5) is

conservative yielding

H 0 U ) + eR(I,9) = H (C) + (51)

where H (C) + eCj i s the transformed hamiltonian, in which

we just assumed that the variables y are ignorable. Hence,

taking .he transformation into account, we have

H ae 38''
= H (C) + eC,

HQ and R are still dependent on e through the derivatives

of S. By a Taylor series development of Ho and R in the powers

of iT, recalling that S is given by eq. (6) at the point

* == (I*,...,I*) where w ^ = 0, there results

H0(l*> «R(I*,B>

«Ü
as. as as, as. as,

3/2

31* 36i
HJ(C) HJ(C>

EH*(C> + E
3 / 2 H (52)
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where

'ijk
•vi-, . . »-».«•>, (H,

and all summations are made over the subscripts i,j,k = l,..,,n,

and H*(l") has been written as a power series in / T . Equating

parts of the same order in (52) there results HQ = HQ(I*),

H* = 0 and the partial differential equations

and

I 3S 1 3S1

t + I S Z i n i jk FeT TeT
J 1 J

as,
(55)

etc.. In equation (540 both Sj and H2 are unknowns. The

averaging principle is applied; thus

H* = <R(I*,e)>

and (5M-) becomes the fundamental equation

3S. 3S
1 - " ""'•r*18)< (56)

where

= R(I*,6) - <R(I*,6)> (57)

As in Hamiltonian-Jacobi theory we need a complete integral of
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the fundamental equation and the C. are the n non-trivial

integration constants.

In equation (5 5) S2 and H* are unknowns. The solution of

eqn. (55) depends on the integration of the fundamental

equation, but it roust be emphasized that at variance with

the fundamental equation, the equations for the Sk (k >2)

are linear. Also, in these cases, a particular integral

is sufficient.

The transformed canonical equations are

C. = 0 Y, = e + f ek/2 •%£
(58)

; - ? ek/2 !íí

Hence C^ are (integration) constants, and y. are linear

functions of t. The formal solution is given in implicit

form by

Ã 3S (C,9)
I. = I." + / T —-r-T + ... (59)
1 1 do.

3S (C,0)
Yi = <r^ acT— + •" (60)

The degenerate case where there are other (non-resonant)

canonical variables besides (1,9), viz. (J,<(i) where $ eTp,

J e DjcRP, may be treated in a similar way. Instead of (6)

we consider

s = s i*ei + ZJJ *p+ / T Sjic.e.j*^) + es2(c,e,

and besides equation (5) we consider
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3S(C,8 ,J* ,< t> , e ) .ft _ 3 S ( C , 6 , j ' , d ) , e )
= z- 9 - £36

( 6 1 )
3J

The transformed hamil tonian i s H (C,Je,<|> ) and in t h e r ight -hand

s ide of equation (52) we have to add

3 / 2 3H

fç> 3Jp

other modifications are immediate. The averaging operation

defined by equation (57) remains unchanged* the average is made

only with respect to e and so <R> will depend on J and $. To

the transformed equations (58) we add

P

•ft 3H_

^ " 3JÍ
(62)

rP " P

Since C are constants we have a new canonical system (averaged)

to solve, and the number of degrees of freedom of the original

system has been reduced from n+p to p.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - (a) Undisturbed Flow (E = 0) on *

(b) Flow on tj(i)

Figure 2 - Example of a simple resonance with two centers

and two saddle points.

Figure 3 - Surfaces of section of similar syndetic (upper

half) and asyndetic (lower half) double resonant

problems justaposed for sake of comparison.

Figure ^ - Force field and equipotentials (U = constant) of

the 2-pendulum associated with Yokoyama's hamiltonian

for a = +1.

Figure 5 - Flow on the phase plane of a simple resonant

problem in non-singular variables.
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